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Abstract. The interaction of a gas particle with a metal-oxide based gas sensor changes the
sensor irreversibly. The compounded changes, referred to as sensor drift, are unstable, but adaptive
algorithms can sustain the accuracy of odor sensor systems. This paper shows how such a system
can be defined without additional data acquisition by transfering knowledge from one time window
to a subsequent one after drift has occurred. A context-based neural network model is used to form
a latent representation of sensor state, thus making it possible to generalize across a sequence of
states. When tested on samples from unseen subsequent time windows, the approach performed
better than drift-naive and ensemble methods on a gas sensor array drift dataset. By reducing the
effect that sensor drift has on classification accuracy, context-based models may be used to extend
the effective lifetime of gas identification systems in practical settings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sensation of chemical gases in industry is mostly tasked
to metal oxide-based sensors, chosen for their low cost
and ease of use [2, 4]. An array of sensors with variable se-
lectivities, coupled with a pattern recognition algorithm,
readily recognizes a broad range of odors. The arrange-
ment is called an artificial nose since it resembles the
multiplicity of sensory neuron types in the nasal epithe-
lium. While metal oxide-based sensors are economical
and flexible, they are unstable over time.
Changes to the response properties of sensors, called
sensor drift, hinder the sustained accuracy of odor iden-
tification and detection systems, drawing efforts to adapt
to sensor change [10]. One technique to maintain classi-
fication performance after a sensor has been modified is
to recalibrate the system with new odor samples. It is
costly to collect and label such new samples because a
skilled operator is needed, and the experimental condi-
tions need to be controlled precisely [10]. Recalibrating
a model with unlabeled examples, called unsupervised
learning, is a possible alternative but difficult to estab-
lish in practice. Alternatively, a gas classifier may re-
tain accuracy by being robust to sensor drift, which is
the approach taken in this paper. The focus is extend-
ing the lifetime of sensor systems without recalibration,
measured by generalization to unseen data recorded after
sensor drift.
In natural settings, odor identification is a complex
task. Natural odors consist of complex and variable mix-
tures of molecules present at variable concentrations [16].
Sensor variance arises from environmental dynamics of
temperature, humidity, and background chemicals, all
contributing to concept drift [18], as well as sensor drift
araising from modification of the sensing device. The
hard problem of olfaction in nature calls for the learning
of new odor assocations [7]. In an attempt to capture
much of this complexity, Vergara et al. [17] developed
a publically available benchmark dataset demonstrating
sensor drift over a period of 36 months. This dataset
offers a controlled testbed for sensor drift mitigation al-
gorithms and thus defines the scope of this paper.
This paper builds upon previous work with this
dataset, i.e., Vergara et al. [17], which used support
vector machine (SVM) ensembles. First, their approach
is extended to a modern version of feedforward artifi-
cial neural networks (NNs) [11]. Context-based learning
is then introduced to utilize sequential structure across
batches of data. The context model has two parts: (1)
a recurrent context layer, which encodes classification-
relevant properties of previously seen data, and (2) a
feedforward layer, which integrates the context with the
current odor stimulus to generate an odor class predic-
tion. The results indicate improvement from two sources:
the use of neural networks in place of SVMs, and the use
of context, particularly in the cases when a substantial
number of context sequences are available for training.
II. RELATED WORK
The mammalian olfactory system, which accomplishes
the the hard problem of natural olfaction, often inspires
odor processing algorithms [9]. One example is the KIII
model, a dynamic network resembling the olfactory bulb
and feedforward and feedback connections to and from
the higher-level anterior olfactory nucleus and piriform
cortex [5]. Applied to an odor recognition task, KIII
performed better than an artificial neural network under
sensor drift and variable concentrations, a similar setting
to the one in this paper.
One prominent feature of the mammalian olfactory
system is feedback connections to the olfactory bulb from
higher-level processing regions. Activity in the olfactory
bulb is heavily influenced by behavioral and value-based
information [8], and in fact, the bulb receives more neural
projections from higher-level regions than from the nose
[15]. In computational modeling, this principle has been
taken into account by piriform cortical region modeling
that recognizes familiar background odors through asso-
ciative memory [1]. It projects this information to the
olfactory bulb to improve odor recognition when there
are background odors. Following this same principle, the
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FIG. 1: Recognizing odor despite sensor drift. (A.) The first sensor feature dimension is plotted for all
samples of the gas acetone. Vertical dashed lines mark the boundaries of the ten batches. There is variability within
as well as between batches. (B.) For thirty trials, four feedforward networks are trained using a single batch of
training data indicated by the vertical dashed lines and colors. The mean classification accuracies evaluated on each
batch are shown along with 95% confidence interval. The variability of response to a single odor poses a challenge to
odor recognition. (C.) Mean accuracy along with 95% confidence interval is shown as a function of the absolute
distance between the training batch and the evaluation batch. The further away the testing batch is from the
training batch, the lower the generalization accuracy becomes.
neural network classifier in this paper integrates context
that is outside the immediate input signal.
III. METHODS
This section describes the task of generalization of odor
classification in the presence of sensor drift and defines
several classifier models: the SVM ensemble, feedforward
neural network ensemble, feedforward neural network,
and feedforward+context neural network.
A. Dataset description
Experiments in this paper used the gas sensor drift
array dataset [17]. The data is partitioned into 10 se-
quential classification periods, referred to as batches.
Each batch consists of 161 to 3,600 samples; each sample
is a 128-dimensional feature vector consisting of eight
features for each of 16 metal oxide-based gas sensors.
The features preprocessed from the timeforms are the
raw and normalized steady-state features and the ex-
ponential moving average of the increasing and decay-
ing transients taken at three different alpha values. Six
3gases were presented to the sensors to form this data set:
ammonia, acetaldehyde, acetone, ethylene, ethanol, and
toluene. They were presented in arbitrary order and at
variable concentrations. Chemical interferents were also
presented to the sensors between batches, and the time
between presentations varied, both of which contributed
to further sensor variability. The dataset thus exemplifies
sensor variance due to contamination and variable odor
concentration in a controlled setting.
Two processing steps were applied to the data used by
all models included in this paper. The first preprocessing
step was to remove all samples taken for gas 6, toluene,
because there were no toluene samples in batches 3, 4,
and 5. Data was too incomplete for drawing meaning-
ful conclusions. Also, with such data missing it was not
possible to construct contexts from odor samples from
each class in previous batches. The restriction may be
lifted with an unsupervised design (section V). The sec-
ond preprocessing step was to normalize features so that
all values corresponding to any feature dimension of the
128 total have mean set to zero and variance equal to one
as is standard practice in deep learning.
B. Support vector machines
The state of the art model [17] employs SVMs with
one-vs-one comparisons between all classes. SVM clas-
sifiers project the data into a higher dimensional space
using a kernel function and then find a linear separator in
that space that gives the largest distance between the two
classes compared while minimizing the number of incor-
rectly labeled samples. In the one-vs-one design, several
SVMs are trained to discriminate between each pair of
classes, and the final multiclass prediction is given by the
class with the majority of votes.
In order to improve performance, Vergara et al. [17]
employs an ensemble technique on the SVM classifiers
(Fig. 2B). The same technique was reimplented and
tested on the modified dataset in this paper. The en-
semble meant to generalize to batch T was constructed
by training a collection of single-batch classifiers, so that
for every batch 1 through T −1, a model is trained using
that batch as the training set. Then, each model is as-
signed a weight βi equal to its classification accuracy on
batch T − 1, under the assumption that the most similar
batch to batch T will be batch T−1. To classify a sample
from batch T using the weighted collection of single-batch
classifiers, a weighted voting procedure is used. The out-
put of the ensemble is equal to the weighted sum of all
classifiers’ outputs.
The experiments were based on the Scikit-learn Python
library [13], which implements its SVM classifiers us-
ing LibSVM [3]. The SVMs use a radial basis function
(RBF) kernel. The two hyperparameters C, which is the
penalty cost of incorrectly classifying a training sample,
and γ, which determines the steepness of the RBF func-
tion, were determined by 10-fold cross-validation. In this
scheme, the training batch is partitioned into 10 sets,
called folds. The accuracy of each hyperparameter con-
figuration in the range C ∈ {2−5, 2−4, 2−3, . . . , 210} and
γ ∈ {2−10, 2−9, 2−8, . . . , 25} was evaluated by the aver-
age accuracy over ten folds, taken by training a model on
nine folds and calculating its accuracy on the remaining
fold. The selected hyperparameters maximize the mean
accuracy over the evaluated folds.
C. Artificial neural networks
While SVMs are standard machine learning, NNs have
recently turned out more powerful, so the first step is to
use them on this task instead of SVMs. In the classifi-
cation task, the networks are evaluated by the similarity
between the odor class label (1-5) and the network’s out-
put class label prediction given the unlabeled odor fea-
tures. The output layer of the neural network is a five-
dimensional vector of class scores, which represent the
network’s confidence attributed to each odor class label.
The cross-entropy loss function combines the predicted
class scores and the true odor label to form the network
training signal. Suppose yˆ is the five-dimensional unnor-
malized class score vector, yˆi represents the score given
to class i, and c is the identity of the true class label.
Then the loss function is given
L = −yˆc + log
(
5∑
i=1
exp(yˆi)
)
. (1)
All neural networks in this section were trained using
stochastic gradient descent with momentum [14] on the
loss function L. The learning rate was set to 10−3 and
the momentum factor to 0.9. Networks were trained for
200 epochs under a weight decay factor of 10−2, which
guards against overfitting the model to the training data
[11]. The initial weights of each layer are sampled from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance equal
to the reciprocal of the number of units in the layer. The
neural networks were implemented using the PyTorch
backpropagation library [12].
Two neural network architectures are evaluated: a
feedforward network as the baseline and the feedfor-
ward+context model that models the drift separately.
1. The feedforward model
The feedforward approach incorporates all available
data into a single training set, disregarding the sequential
structure between batches of the dataset. For each batch
T , a feedforward network was trained using batches 1
through T −1 as the training set and evaluated on batch
T .
The network is diagrammed in Figure 1C. It is input
the 128-dimension feature vector, x, and calculates class
scores, yˆ, using two hidden layers: the 50-unit “skill”
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FIG. 2: Neural network architectures. (A.) A sample set of feature vectors and target labels for each batch.
Each sample is represented by a row of feature values in grayscale. The corresponding odor class label (1 to 5) is
illustrated in color. The data consisted ten ordered batches, or data collection windows. (B.) A feature vector is
input to an collection of SVMs, and the weighted sum of their class predictions is taken to be the output of the
ensemble. (C.) A schematic of the feedforward model, showing feedforward progression of input through two hidden
layers s and d followed by the output layer yˆ. (D.) A schematic of the context model, which introduces a sequential
processing of samples from batches prior to the unlabeled sample as a separate processing pathway. These
architectures are compared in their accuracy when generalizing to unseen batches of data.
layer, s, and the 20-unit “decision-making” layer, d. Sup-
pose Wxs, Wsd, and Wdy are matrices of dimensions
50 × 128, 20 × 50, and 20 × 5, respectively, and that
bs,bd, and by are bias vectors of dimensions 50, 20, and
5, respectively. Define ReLU to be the rectified linear
activation function (ReLU(x)i = max(0, xi)). Then, the
feedforward NN model is given by
s = ReLU(Wxs · x+ bs),
d = ReLU(Wsd · s+ bd),
yˆ = Wdy · d+ by.
(2)
This paper also presents the feedforward NN ensemble
created in the same way as with SVMs. In the NN en-
semble, T −1 feedforward networks are trained using one
batch each for training. Each model is assigned a weight
βi equal to its accuracy on batch T − 1. The weighted
sum of the model class scores is the ensemble class pre-
diction. The model is then tasked to classify samples
from batch T .
2. The context model
The feedforward+context NN model builds on the
feedforward NN model by adding a recurrent process-
ing pathway (Fig. 2D). Before classifying an unlabeled
sample, the recurrent pathway processes a sequence of la-
beled samples from the preceding batches to generate a
context representation, which is fed into the final feedfor-
ward processing layer. The recurrent layers are modified
via backpropagation through time, and, in this manner,
the recurrent pathway learns to generate representations
that support classification.
The recurrent pathway is based on a recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN) approach. It reuses weights and bi-
ases across the steps of a sequence and can thus pro-
cess variable-length sequences. The alternative was to
use a long-short term memory (LSTM) [6]. However, in
preliminary experiments LSTM did not improve general-
ization accuracy significantly (p ≥ 0.05, one-sided t-test
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FIG. 3: Generalization accuracy. The generalization accuracy of each model evaluated on batch T is plotted
against the evaluation batch T . The line represents the average over all trials, and the bar represents the 95%
confidence interval. (A.) The Feedforward and Feedforward+Context models. The results from (B) are shown faded
out. The context most contributes to performance in the later batches offering the longest context sequences. (B.)
The SVM Ensemble and Feedforward NN Ensemble models. The results from (A) are shown faded out. Both
ensemble models are variable in performance between batches.
blocked by batch), presumably because the sequences
were relatively short (nine steps or less). The simple
RNN was therefore used in the experiments presented in
the paper.
During training, for each unlabeled sample in the train-
ing set, a context sequence is sampled from the preceding
batches. Suppose the unlabeled training sample belongs
to batch p, p ∈ {2, 3, . . . , T −1}. Then, the final batch of
the context sequence is p − 1, and the start batch, s, is
sampled uniformly among values 1, 2, . . . , p − 1. At test
time on batch T , all batches 1 through T −1 are included
for context; i.e., s = 1. Denote xt,zc as the feature vector
from batch t of class z. The concatenation over all five
classes in order forms a single vector for batch t denoted
xt,:c . The RNN iterates from batch s to batch p − 1 to
form the hidden state by the recursive formula
hs = tanh(Wxh · xs,:c + bh),
ht = tanh(Whh · ht−1 +Wxh · xt,:c + bh).
(3)
The output, hp−1, of the recurrent pathway is inte-
grated with the feedforward pathway. First, the unla-
beled target sample x is processed in a 50-unit “skill”
layer, s. Then, the 50-dimensional representation of x
and the 10-dimensional context vector are combined in
a 20-unit “decision-making” layer, d. The class scores yˆ
are a linear readout of d. The entire model is thus given
as
s = ReLU(Wxs · x+ bs),
d = ReLU(Wsd · s+Whd · hp−1 + bd),
yˆ = Wdy · d+ by.
(4)
The context processing pathway utilizes the recurrent
structure of the dataset via recurrent processing. This
pathway is incorporated with a feedforward component
to define the feedforward+context model as described
above.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A series of experiments were carried out to evaluate
the following hypotheses:
1. Sensor drift has a sequential structure.
2. Neural network ensembles offer better generaliza-
tion properties than do SVM ensembles.
3. The inclusion of context improves the generaliza-
tion performance of neural networks.
A. Drift demonstration
First, the effect of sensor drift on classification accu-
racy is demonstrated using single-batch classifiers. For
each batch 1 through 10, a feedforward model was trained
on that single batch. Training of a new model was re-
peated 30 times on each batch, i.e., for 30 trials. The
accuracy of each network was evaluated on every batch.
Networks trained on batches 2, 4, 6, and 8 were plot-
ted (Fig. 1B). The accuracy data was reformulated as
6Batch
Model 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 µ
Feedforward 0.881 0.875 0.974 0.959 0.792 0.839 0.896 0.737 0.869
Feedforward+Context 0.882 0.869 0.975 0.947 0.820 0.864 0.939 0.763 0.882
Feedforward NN Ensemble 0.921 0.904 0.979 0.903 0.777 0.679 0.864 0.693 0.840
SVM Ensemble 0.698 0.777 0.631 0.900 0.823 0.934 0.794 0.551 0.764
TABLE I: Mean generalization performance. Listed is the classification accuracy (correct / total) of various
models evaluated on the unseen testing data, i.e., batch T . The values represent the average accuracy over 30 trials.
The final column lists the mean of the values for batches 3 through 10. A bolded value is significantly greater than
the others in the same column (p < 0.05, two-sided pairwise t-test with correction for unequal variances).
a function of the distance between the train batch and
the test batch (Fig. 1C). As expected, the accuracy de-
creases with the time gap between training and testing,
demonstrating that indeed sensor drift progresses over
time.
B. Ensemble models
The second comparison is between the weighted en-
sembles of SVMs, i.e., the state of the art [17], and the
weighted ensembles of neural networks. For each batch,
an SVM and a feedforward neural network were trained
with that batch as the training set, and training was
repeated for 30 trials. Weighted ensembles were con-
structed for each batch T by assigning weights to the
models trained on batches 1 through T − 1. The gen-
eralization accuracy classifying samples in batch T was
reported for the neural network ensemble (Fig. 3B, Table
1, NN Ensemble) and for the SVM ensemble (Fig. 3B,
Table 1, SVM Ensemble). The neural network ensem-
ble model had a significantly greater mean generalization
accuracy than the SVM ensemble model (p < 0.05, two-
sided t-test blocked by batch), and the neural network
ensemble model achieved the highest generalization ac-
curacy among all models on batches 3 and 4 (p < 0.05,
pairwise two-sided t-test). The results indicate that while
NN ensembles outperform SVM ensembles on average,
there is significant batch to batch variability.
C. Context
For each batch T from 3 through 10, the batches
1, 2, . . . , T − 1 were used to train feedforward NN and
feedforward+context NN models for 30 trials. The ac-
curacy was measured classifying examples from batch T
(Fig. 3, Table 1, Context and No Context). The context
models achieved a greater average accuracy, computed
as the mean over all batches tested of the accuracy in
that batch (p < 0.05, two-sided t-test blocked by batch).
In batch 6, the no context model outperformed the con-
text model, while the no context model achieved greater
performance in batches 7, 9, and 10 (two-sided t-tests,
p < 0.05).
V. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that con-
text can improve generalization in neural networks. In a
setting with sequential sensor drift, it evaluated several
gas classifier models on future data. This setting reflects
the practical need to run an artificial nose continuously
in a dynamic environment.
Starting with the previous SVM ensemble model as a
baseline, a similar ensemble was formed from more mod-
ern deep learning networks. The accuracy improvements
suggested that neural networks are indeed more accurate
than SVMs in this task.
The main comparison, however, was between the feed-
forward NN and feedforward+context NN models. The
context-based network extracts features from preceding
batches in sequence in order to model how the sensors
drift over time. When added to the feedforward NN
representation, such contextual information resulted in
a measurable benefit. This benefit was larger in later
batches where the drift was the largest and where there
was a longer context to use as a basis for generalization.
While context did introduce more parameters to the
model (7,575 parameters without context versus 14,315
including context), the models is comparatively small
next to million-parameter modern deep learning net-
works and is trainable in a number of hours on a CPU.
When the number of units in the “skill” layer of the feed-
forward NN model was raised until the total number of
parameters reached 14,429, the larger model was not sig-
nificantly better (p ≥ 0.05, one-sided t-test blocked by
batch). This reinforces the idea that the benefit may be
attributed to context, and not to the size of the network.
Learning temporal patterns to estimate the current
context should be most effective when the environment
results in recurring or cyclical patterns, such as in cycli-
cal variations of temperature and humidity, patterns of
human behavior resulting in interferents, and repeated
exposure to a family of interferents. In such cases, the
recurrent layer can generate a more accurate representa-
tion, analagous to how cortical regions help the olfactory
bulb filter out previously seen background information
[1]. A context-based approach will be applied to longer-
timescale data and to environments with cyclical pat-
terns.
7The current design of the context-based network relies
on labeled data because the odor samples for a given
class need to be presented as ordered input to the context
layer. However, the design can be extended to unlabeled
data, simply by allowing arbitrary data samples as input
to the context layer. This design introduces variation in
odor inputs, which makes it harder to learn consistent
context patterns. Semi-supervised learning techniques
such as self-labeled samples may bridge the gap. If the
context layer can process unlabeled data, then it is no
longer necessary to include every class in every batch.
The full 6-gas sensor drift dataset can be used, as well as
other unbalanced and therefore realistic datasets.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a recurrent neural network ar-
chitecture which processes a sequence of previously seen
data to generate information about the current context.
The information was found to improve performance on a
classification task when generalizing to an unknown set-
ting modified by sensor drift. Reducing the effect that
sensor drift has on classification accuracy, context mod-
els may extend the effective lifetime of gas identification
systems and similar systems in other domains.
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